
*Patent Pending

 ɞ Accurately capture the four-
character owner code, six digit 
serial number and check digit in day, 
night and all weather conditions…
anywhere on the container and in 
any orientation.

 ɞ Ultra high resolution imaging of 
container code numbers 

 ɞ Integrated optical character 
recognition engine

 ɞ Easily integrate with other security 
devices, including Perceptics’ 
License Plate Reader systems, 
USDOT Number Reader, DriverCam 
and SceneCam

 ɞ Process any combination of 
containers moving at speeds up to 
50 mph

 ɞ Guaranteed accuracy† 
† Certain Terms & Conditions Apply

CONTAINER CODE READER
CCR-REAR/CCR-SIDE
5MP G7 IMAGERS

Tracking ISO intermodal shipping 
containers requires not simply reading  
the container code, but making 
associations with license plate  
information and other key data.

Product HighlightsBORDER SECURITY

*

Container code readers from Perceptics automatically 
capture codes from our high resolution imagers, and convert 
that information via our multi-expert OCR into machine- and 
human-readable content, ready for editing or integration 
with your operations software.

Perceptics offers both Rear and Side Container Readers for 
optimal ISO code reading in the event there are damaged 
codes on the container. Pair our CCR-Rear and Side imagers 
for maximum container data capture. 

Backed by the Perceptics performance guarantee,  
the Container Code Reader provides a very high level  
of accuracy.



*Patent Pending

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Components Single Side or Rear CCR imaging system includes:

 ɞ Ultra High Resolution Imager

 ɞ 5MP Camera with Pre-focused Lens

 ɞ Advanced Video Processor (AVP) OCR Engine 

 ɞ Stroboscopic Illuminator 

 ɞ Optional mounting hardware, cables, and junction boxes NOT included

 ɞ Optional trigger sensors NOT included

Ultra High Resolution 
Container imaging

Externally triggered

Ultra high detail visible monochrome imaging (day and night)

5 MP resolution (2,576 horizontal pixels)

Field of view: 11’-20’ configurable to accommodate specific lane geometries 

Operating range (depends upon lens option and lane geometry) 

 ɞ Minimum = 6’, Maximum = 24’ 

Full images (compressed and uncompressed); code patch images also available

Machine and human-readable images

Image Processing 
and Storage

Powerful Advanced Video Processor (AVP) OCR engine

 ɞ Captures the four-character owner code, six-digit serial number and check digit 

 ɞ Reads multiple font types, locations and orientations

 ɞ Image files and image watermark/data stamp configurable to your needs.

 ɞ Optional temporary local data storage for power outages and loss of communication

 ɞ Convenient Web interface for remote status and configuration

Physical Characteristics Dimensions: 8.4”W x 7”H x 12”D (213mm x 178mm x 305mm)

Imager Weight: 11.5 lbs (5.2 kg)

Illuminator Weight: 24.5 lbs (11.1 kg)

Material: Powder-coated Aluminum

Operating Conditions Operating Temp: -40°F to 158°F (-40°C to 70°C) 

Humidity: 10%~90% (non-condensing)

Protection Rating: IP65

Options (not included) Post mounting kits, cables, and junction boxes

Requirements External trigger sensor (such as in-road loops, through-beams or laser sensors)

Perceptics customers are advised to obtain the latest version of device specifications before relying on any published information and before placing orders for 
products or services. For more information contact a Perceptics representative at +1 800 448 8544 or visit our website at www.perceptics.com.

CCR-Rear/CCR-Side 5MP G7 Imagers
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